Visitors From Outer Space
Concentrate on Kentucky

LANCASTER, Ky. — If there are beings from outer space, and if they have the means to travel to earth, they certainly must have heard about Kentucky's fine horses, excellent bourbon and pretty women. At least, they seem to show up over Kentucky fairly often.

The latest report came from Deputy Sheriff Oakie Montgomery.

The sheriff said he and his wife spotted 18 unidentified objects in the Scott's Fork section of Garrard County.

The sheriff described the objects as the “most fascinating sight I have ever seen” and said they definitely were not airplanes, balloons or sky reflections.

At times, he said, the formations appeared oval shaped and about six feet in diameter.

He said the oval objects were snow white and that some round ones took on a look of a “huge ball of fire.”

Another report of unidentified objects came out of Hopkinsville, Ky., recently when a farmer claimed an alien spaceship landed on his farm and disembarked a crew of little green men.